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Abstract 
Fox, T.F., The construction of cofree coalgebras, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 84 
(1993) IYILJYX. 
Everyone knows that the cofree coalgebra exists ‘on general principles’. As far as constructions 
go, most attention has been given to vector spaces, and these depend on the idea of duals of 
free algebras on duals (although the pointed irreducible case is straightforward). We here offer 
two simple constructions of the cofree algebra generated by a module over a commutative ring, 
with applications to the cohomology of bialgebras. 
1. Cofree coalgebras 
Let R be a commutative ring. An R-coalgebra is a module M equipped with a 
comultiplication A, : M- M @JR M. For now we will not assume A is coassocia- 
tive, nor will we require a counit. One should think of A as giving each element m 
of M an ‘R-decomposition’ into a sum of pairs of elements of M. 
The cofree coulgebra generated by M is a coalgebra MS together with a linear 
map 7~ : MS+ M such that for each coalgebra C and linear map f : C+ M there 
is a unique coalgebra map f’ : C- MS such that f ‘n- = f. If n : MS+ M is the 
cofree R-coalgebra over M, then MS must represent all possible decompositions 
of M, i.e. for each element m of M and each A,,,, such that rnd, = c rn(,) @ mc2), 
there must be elements [m] and [m,,,] of MS such that [m]rr = m, [wz(,,]QT = m(,,, 
and [m]A,, = c [mc,,l @ [m,,,] in MS @ MS. 
To see this, let C be the free R-module generated by symbols {x, xc,,} and 
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choose a diagonal A : C+ C @ C such that xA = c xc,) @xc,). Now define a linear 
map f : C+ M by xf = m and xc,) f = m(,, Since f’ is a coalgebra map, we must 
have xf’A= c xcljf’ C3xc,) f’, and of course xc;, f’n = m(,). Now just set xf’ = 
[ml. The point is that {m(,,} can be chosen at random. The trouble comes when 
each xci) must be given a decomposition, and that depends on the choice of 
A : C-+ C@ C, which is also random. Hence, the cofree coalgebra has an element 
[m] for each possible decomposition of m and each possible decomposition of the 
decomposition, etc. Our task is to sort all this out. Our first construction is a 
linearization of that outlined in [2], which is a multidimensional version of the 
recursive functions used in [13] to define the cofree coalgebra over a one- 
dimensional space. In Section 3 we give another construction which looks more 
like the dual of a tensor algebra. 
An M-tree is a tree with an element of M at each node such that at each node 
there is a finite non-zero number of ordered pairs of branches, and each pair of 
branches has a coefficient chosen from R. The set of all M-trees is denoted MS,, 
and an element of MS,, is denoted [ml. We can say an M-tree is a tree whose root 
is an element m of M, and whose branches at m are elements of R X MS,, x MS,, 
(if it were not for the circularity, we could make this a definition). With this in 
mind, we can write 
Now MS,, has a natural R-module structure inherited from M and defined by 
the following equations: 
r(m, {(r’, [ml,], [mbl>>> = (rm, {Cry’, [ml], [41)>> , 
Cm, {(r’, [milt [mil>>> + (6 ICY’, [413 [41))> 
= (m + 12, {(r’, [ml], [ml]>> U {(r’, [41, [nil>>). 
Definition 1.1. Let MS be the quotient of MS,, by the equivalence relation defined 
as follows: 
If c r’[m’,] CT3 [ml] = c r’[mi] @ [mi) in MS,, 8 MS,,, 
then (m, {(r’, [m’,l, [m’,l)>> = Cm9 {(r’, [m:l, [m%>> 
To understand the phrase ‘generated by’, let MS,,(n) be the set of M-trees 
truncated at height n (so that MS,,(O) = M), and let MS(n) be its quotient using = 
as above. This is applied from the top down. The nodes at level y1 are elements of 
M 63 M. For example, if (m, ((1, m,, m,), (1, a,, ~1,))) is at level II - 1, and 
ml = ~1, in M, then 
(m, ((1, ml, ml_>,(1,n,,n,)>>~(m,((l,ml,mz+~2)}) 
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if and only if the nodes above m, and n, are equal. There is then a chain of 
epimorphisms . . .+MS(n+l)+MS(n)*.~. -+ M and MS is the direct limit. 
Note that this equivalence relation does not mean that we can think of the 
branches at m as elements of M @ M. The definition above does ensure that the 
elements of MS (also denoted [ml) may be written in the form [m] = 
(m, C [m’,] 8 [ml]), or using Sweedler’s notation [14] 
The map r : MS- M sends [m] to m, while the map A : MS- MS@ MS is 
defined by 
This recursive definition of A can be understood by displaying MS as the limit 
of the MS(n). There are maps A, : MS(n + 1) + MS(n) @ MS(n) defined as above, 
and A : MS - MS ‘$9 MS is the unique map lifting the A,, . 
Theorem 1.2. rr : MS- M is the cofree coalgebra over M. 
Proof. Let C be a coalgebra with A, : C-+ C@ C, and let f : C+ M be a linear 
map. Define f’ : C-+ MS by 
cf’= cf, c c(,)f’@cQ)f’ ) 
c c 1 
where CA, = c cc,) 63 ccl). It is clear that f’ is the unique coalgebra map C+ MS 
such that f ‘r = f, since the root of cf’ is determined by cf ‘n- = cf, and its 
branches are determined by the condition that f’ be a coalgebra map. 0 
Of course MS is the most general type of cofree coalgebra-there is no 
coassociativity nor counit. If we want the cofree coassociative or cocommutative 
or Lie coalgebra, we just take the largest subcoalgebra of MS satisfying the 
appropriate identity. This is simply dual to the algebraic situation, where special 
types of free algebras are quotients of the (nonassociative, nonunitary) tensor 
algebra. If we want a counit, we must look at (M x R)S, define the counit by 
[(m, r)] H Y, and then take the largest subcoalgebra satisfying the counitary 
property. 
There is an alternate description of MS available. Let M&F denote the free 
R-module generated by MS,,, and let MS, be the quotient MS,/= where ‘=’ is the 
equivalence relation on MS, defined by the following: 
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(1) If C Y’[m’,]@[mi] = C r’[m:]@[mi] in MS,,F@MS,,F, 
then (m, {(r’, [ml,], [&I)>) = (m, {(y’, [mi], [m:])}) . 
Finally, let MS be the quotient of MS, F by the equivalence relation defined by 
the two conditions. 
(2) r(m, C [m’,] @ [ml]) = (em, C r[m’,] @ [mb]) for all Y in R 
(3) (m, c [ml,1 @[41) + (F c [nil @ [dl) 
= (m + n, c [ml,] 63 [m;] + .If [n{] @ [nil). 
It should be clear that this yields the same MS as defined above. The meaning 
of this second definition will become clear when we consider coalgebras as 
bialgebras in sets in Section 4. 
2. Applications 
Until recently the cofree coalgebra was little more than a formal construction 
‘dual’ to the free algebra, but current work on the deformation theory and 
cohomology of bialgebras has made a more concrete construction desirable. We 
will briefly describe how cofree coalgebras arise in this context. 
The cofree construction gives rise to a functor S : Al + JI%, where JII denotes the 
category of R-modules. If f : M + N in A, then fS is defined by [m]fS = 
(mf. c,,,, [rn(,,]fS@[~~(~,]fS). In fact we have a cotriple (‘comonad’) (S, F, S) 
on AX where E : S+ 1 and 6 : S-+ S2 are natural transformations satisfying 
well-known conditions. Of course F is defined by 7~, and 6 is defined by 
The reader should draw [m] as a tree to see what this means. 
Now the category % of R-coalgebras may be described as the category of 
modules C equipped with a comultiplication A : C-+ CS picking out a decomposi- 
tion for each element of C and satisfying the usual identities: AE = 1 and 
A6 = A. AS. The former ensures that A maps each element of C to a tree whose 
root is that element, while the latter ensures that the choices are compatible, i.e. 
if CA = (c, C ~c~~J~~~~~,I) then cc,+ = (cc,,, [cc,,lA). 
Of course, using the cocommutative variant of S gives cocommutative coalge- 
bras, using the Lie version of S gives Lie coalgebras, etc. The cohomology of 
coalgebras is defined using a simplicial complex generated by repeated applica- 
tions of S, that is, if C and D are coalgebras the groups H”(C, D) are defined by a 
complex (C, D*) whose boundary maps depend on the comultiplications on C 
and D [15, 161. 
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Now suppose that we are also given a triple (T, p. n) on Ju which defines the 
category of T-algebras. For example, T could be the tensor algebra triple or the 
free Lie algebra triple, yielding the category of associative or Lie algebras 
respectively. To ensure harmony between S and T, we insist that there be a 
‘distributive law’ [3], i.e., a natural transformation A : ST- TS satisfying certain 
conditions with which we need not concern ourselves. A T-S-bialgebra is a 
module B equipped with two structure maps p : BT+ B and A : B-+ BS, making 
it a T-algebra and an S-coalgebra. Further, the structure maps /3 and A must 
satisfy AT. A’ PS = p . A, which says p is a coalgebra map and A is an algebra 
map. Note that A. pS : BST-+ BS makes BS a T-algebra, and AT. A : BT- BTS 
makes BT an S-coalgebra. 
If A is also a bialgebra, the bialgebra cohomology groups are defined via a 
double complex (A T * , BS*) whose boundaries depend on the structure maps of 
A and B, as well as A [6,7.16]. The boundaries of the double complex are just the 
usual boundaries for algebra and coalgebra cohomology. To define the cohomolo- 
gy groups for a particular category of bialgebras, one need only define the cotriple 
S, the triple T, and the distributive law A. 
We close this section by giving a description of the distributive law which is 
used in the most common situation, where T is the associative tensor algebra 
construction, and S is as above. For each R-module M we need A : MST-+ MTS. 
Now MST is spanned by elements of the form [m’] @[[m’]@. . .C3 [m’]. Let 
[m]A = [m] and 
In fact this is just the formula for making MS @ MS a coalgebra, and extending 
this in the obvious way to the higher tensor powers of MS defines A. 
3. A more classical construction 
In this section we will give an alternate construction of the cofree coassociative 
coalgebra generated by a module. We will indicate at the end of the section how 
to generalize this to the non-coassociative or counitary cofree coalgebra. 
Since coalgebras are formally dual to algebras, one might think that the cofree 
coalgebra could be given by a construction dual to the associative tensor algebra. 
The first attempt at such a construction would be to look at the product of the 
tensor powers of M, which we will denote MF, 
The fact that the cofree coalgebra should be, in some sense, a completion of the 
free algebra also makes this an inviting approach [2]. However, MF is not a 
coalgebra in any natural way, the problem being that the tensor does not preserve 
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products. Look at the product of tensor powers of M indexed by all possible cuts. 
Denote this by MF,, 
MF,=(M)@(M)x(M@M)@(M)x(M)@(M@M) 
x(M)@(M@MMM)x(M@M)@(M@M)x.... 
There is a canonical injection MF @ MF -+ MF,, and there is a natural ‘diagonal’ 
A : MF-+ MF, generated by 
Unfortunately A does not map into MF @ MF. It will turn out that the cofree 
coalgebra is a particular submodule MS of MF that does map into MS @ MS using 
A as defined above. 
Let m, be an element of MB’” given by 
rn,=Crn’,C3rn~@..~C3rn~, 
I 
Let (m,) MB’” be the subspace of MB”+’ defined as follows: 
P n+1 EM a+’ is in (m,)M@” if for each i E I and each 1~ j 5 n there is an 
element pi E M 63 M such that 
P ,,+, =Cm’,~...rnm:_,~pp:~rnm:+,~...~mm:, . 
Note that ml, = mi.‘. does not imply pi = p>‘.. Let MS be the subspace of MF of 
elements (m,, mz, . .) satisfying m,,, E (m,)M@“. The reader can easily verify 
that MS is indeed a subspace of MF, and that A maps MS into MS 63 MS. 
Furthermore, the map z- : MS+ M given by (m, , m2, . . .) - m, is the cofree 
coassociative coalgebra generated by M. Indeed, if f : C- M is a linear map from 
a coassociative coalgebra C, define f’ : C-+ MS by 
cf’= fi cAkfk=(cf,cA(f@f),cA(l@A)(f63f@f),...). 
k=O 
The necessary isomorphism from our first construction of MS using trees to MS 
as given here is easy to see. To find the nth term in MF just tensor the elements 
along any path of length n starting at the root. Since we are in the coassociative 
case the choice of path will not matter. 
The cofree non-coassociative coalgebra may be constructed in a similar way, 
but one must use the analogue of the non-associative tensor algebra-the product 
of tensor powers of M indexed by all possible associations into pairs of copies of 
M. Once again, if we want a counitary cofree coalgebra we should look at 
(M x R)S and pick out the elements satisfying the counitary property. 
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4. Coalgebras as bialgebras over sets 
In many ways coalgebras are not malleable. Our unfamiliarity with their 
structure stems from the fact that they are not defined over the category Yof sets; 
they are neither tripleable nor cotripleable, the underlying functor preserving 
neither limits nor colimits. They are, however, cotripleable over A, which is 
tripleable over Y, In fact % can be viewed as a category of bialgebras over 9’. 
An R-analysis is a set X with a function A from X to XT CZAR XT where XT is 
the free R-module generated by X, that is, for x E X we have XA = c rxf @‘xi. 
Of course this is the same as giving XT an R-coalgebra structure. 
In fact R-analyses are quite common. For example, let (P, 5) be a locally finite 
partially ordered set, and let X be the set of intervals [x, y] of P. Then define 
[.G ylA = c,,,,,. [x, zl @]z, yl. Th is makes X a coassociative R-analysis-but for 
coefficients this is the ‘incidence coalgebra’ of (P, 5) (111. Similarly, let X be the 
set of non-zero integers, and let XA = { y @ z: yz = x}. Then X is a coassociative, 
cocommutative R-analysis, though it is not an R-coalgebra for any ring R. We can 
also consider a ‘multiposet’ 9, that is, a category with finite horn sets and maps 
running in one direction only. Once again let X be the set of intervals of 9. This 
has a natural structure as a Z-analysis if we let 
R-analyses form a category %zl in an obvious way, and there is an underlying 
functor %&+ 9. This has a right adjoint given by X H XS, as defined at the end 
of Section 1, and G!&& is the category of S,-coalgebras in 9’. 
Let T be the free R-module triple on 9’. Defining A : XS, T* XTS, by 
gives a distributive law A : S, T + TS,. Hence we may consider the category of 
S,-T-bialgebras in Y. It should be clear that an S,-T-bialgebra is just an 
R-module X with a ‘diagonal’ map A : X+ XT $3 XT. This is almost an R- 
coalgebra in the usual sense, but not quite. On the other hand, the module 
structure of X is given by a map 5 : XT -+X. Consider the quotient map 
~@~:XT@XT-+X@X.ThenA~~@~:X+X@XmakesXanR-coalgebra 
in a canonical way. 
These observations should illuminate our second description of MS in Section 
1. In constructing MS we applied S, to the underlying set of M, applied T to get 
an S,-T-bialgebra. The module structure on this is defined by A. ES,. Moding out 
by conditions 2 and 3 performed these two operations at once. This is just the 
lifting of the cotriple S, U : .A4 + ~!4 to the category of algebras [3]. The whole 
point of distributive laws is that constructions done in several steps may many 
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times be broken up into separate constructions connected by a distributive law. 
The reader may want to consider the first definition of MS in this light. 
Note that we could consider the cohomology theory on % given by the double 
complex (XT*, YST). In order to make this into a complex of abelian groups, we 
would ask that X be a cogroup object over Y, and that Y be a group object over 
X, as in [16]. This would give an ‘absolute’ cohomology theory for R-coalgebras, 
corresponding to Shukla cohomology for associative algebras. For incidence 
coalgebras, this is the same as cohomology defined in [8]. 
Constructions similar to that of S, serve to give right adjoints to forgetful 
functors from other ‘coalgebraic’ categories over y. Let 93 be the category of 
cosemigroups, i.e. sets X equipped with a decomposition map A : X-+ X x X (not 
necessarily the diagonal). 53 is a category in a natural way, and the underlying 
functor U : %+ Y has a right adjoint S’-the cofree cosemigroup functor con- 
structed as follows: For any set X, we let XS’ be the set of all binary trees with an 
element of X at each node. Once again we can write the elements of XS as [x] 
where [x] = (x, ([x,], [x,])). Of course A : XS’+ XS’ x XS’ is given by [x]A = 
([x,], [x2]), and n : XS’+X is given by [_K] n = x. The interested reader should 
see [2] for many more examples of this type. 
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